Abstract: The usual (type A) thin-wall Coleman-de Luccia instanton is made by a bigger-than-half sphere of the false vacuum and a smaller-than-half sphere of the true vacuum. It has a the standard O(4) symmetric negative mode associated with changing the size of false vacuum region. On the other hand, the type B instanton, made by two smaller-than-half spheres, was believed to have lost this negative mode. We argue that such belief is misguided due to an over-restriction on Euclidean path integral. We introduce the idea of a "purely geometric junction" to visualize why such restriction could be removed, and then explicitly construct this negative mode. We also show that type B and type A instantons have the same thermal interpretation for mediating tunnelings.
Introduction
Coleman and de Luccia wrote down the instanton solution that became the paradigm of first order phase transitions with gravity [1] . When the critical bubble is much smaller than the de Sitter radius of the parent vacuum, the CDL instanton has almost the entire 4-sphere of the false vacuum, and a small bubble of the true vacuum. It is very similar to the Coleman instanton in flat space [2] . In the thin-wall approximation, the instanton geometry contains a kink at the domain wall between the true and false vacua, as shown in Fig.1 . In the conventional analysis, there is a negative mode corresponding to moving the domain wall (together with the kink), which is similar to changing the bubble size in the flatspace version.
Interestingly, a continuous parameter change from the above "type A" instanton leads to the "type B" instanton. As depicted in Fig.1 , the type B instanton contains two smaller-than-half spheres. Such solution is troublesome in two aspects. First, it appears to lose the usual negative mode corresponding to the change of bubble size [3] . Second, having less than half of the false vacuum de Sitter 4-sphere makes it difficult to interpret the phase transition as nucleating a bubble. The existence and uniqueness of the negative mode is a criterion for the instantons to mediate vacuum transitions. For the Coleman instanton without gravity, it was proved in [4] . Considering the gauge theory nature of gravity, the CDL instanton needs certain appropriate mode reduction process, otherwise there will be spurious modes [5] [6] [7] . A tentative existence plus uniqueness proof was presented in [8] 1 . Using similar techniques, numerical thick-wall examples of both type A and type B instantons are shown to have exactly one negative mode [9] [10] [11] . Unfortunately, such framework provides only the existence but cannot clearly demonstrate which physical deformation the negative mode corresponds to. No one has explicitly constructed the physical deformation of the negative mode for type B instantons. Thus the sharp contrast between type A and type B instantons is not fully resolved.
In this paper, we will stick to the thin-wall approximation and introduce the idea of a "purely geometric junction". We explain why this feature is allowed in off-shell configurations of Euclidean path integral. Employing this feature, we can explicitly construct the physical deformation corresponding to the negative mode for type B instantons. Just like for the type A instantons, the deformation is still the change of bubble size. 2 In light of this, we see no reason to treat them differently. In fact, we will show that in the thermal interpretation [12] , it represents the phase transition similarly to how a type A instanton represents the reverse transition [13] . The structure of this paper goes like the following. In Section 2, we review the basic solution of a thin-wall CDL instanton and the missing negative mode for type B. In Section 3 we justify the usage of purely geometric junctions and explicitly construct this negative mode. In Section 4 we discuss how to interpret the type B instanton as mediating phase transitions. Finally we summarize and conclude in Section 5. In Appendix A we provide the simplest thick wall construction to address possible concerns and further justify our usage of purely geometric junctions.
Two Types of CDL Instantons
Consider a scalar field with the following potential,
We have a true vacuum and a false vacuum at
with energy difference roughly ∆V , and a domain wall separating them with tension given by
Given that ∆V λ 2 φ 4 0 , a false vacuum background can nucleate a thin-wall bubble of true vacuum, which will then expand and complete the phase transition. The rate of this nucleation process is given by (keeping only the exponent)
S stands for the Euclidean action: S F for the background false vacuum and S I for the instanton solution that contains a bubble of true vacuum. The 4D Euclidean configuration of the instanton solution is a 3-sphere of domain wall, filled with the true vacuum and surrounded by the false vacuum. One can easily write down the action difference,
It has a maximum at
Varying r is an unique negative mode that signifies this configuration being the leading saddle point contribution that mediates the phase transition. Including gravity, the Euclidean action becomes: 8) where the matter action is
For simplicity, in this paper we will focus on the scenario that both vacua has positive energy by adding a constant term to V , such that
The Euclidean action of the false vacuum configuration is simply
The two terms in the bracket are the field and gravity contributions, and the last factor stands for the 4-volume of a 4-sphere with radius R F . The instanton is the matching of two 4-spheres with radii R T and R F at some junction radius r, where the domain wall resides. Its action is given by
(2.12) The last two terms are the combined contribution of field and gravity from two "shells" of the true and false vacua. The first term is the field contribution at the junction, namely the domain wall tension times the wall area. The second term is the gravitational contribution from the junction 3 ,
It takes the plus sign when the corresponding side is a portion of 4-sphere that contains a full equator 3-sphere, namely the bigger portion. Otherwise it takes the minus sign when the corresponding side is a smaller portion. The same ambiguity appears in V(R F , r), which means the volume of a partial 4-sphere bounded by a 3-sphere of radius r and can be either the bigger or the smaller side. Fortunately as shown in [1, 14] that all these ambiguous terms can be combined to show that without ambiguity, the instanton action is extremized at
where r c is the critical bubble size in flat space, given by Eq. (2.7). When r c R F , the instanton contains a small portion of the true vacuum and a large portion of the false vacuum, r e ∼ r c , and varying r is a negative mode just as in the case without gravity. This is the more standard case and called the type A instanton.
An interesting behavior arises when we tune the potential to increase r c , for example by reducing ∆V . Eq. (2.14) shows that r e will eventually become inversely proportional to r c instead. At the same time the instanton becomes two smaller-than-half portions of spheres. This is what we call the type B instanton. These two cases are drawn in Fig.1 . 4 At the level of solving the equation of motion, namely finding the critical point of the Euclidean action, these is no dramatic change between the two cases and Eq. (2.14) is always valid. However when one varies the action around this critical point by changing r, it corresponds to a negative mode for type A but a positive mode for type B [3] .
The type B instanton still has an action bigger than S F (and S T ), so people tend to believe that it has at least one negative mode 5 . Since the above analysis is restricted to O(4) symmetry and thin-wall approximation, the common intuition is to go beyond either or both of them. Maybe the disappearance of the radial negative mode signifies the emergence of many more subtle negative modes, and condensing them leads to a thick-wall or less symmetric solution that has only one negative mode.
However, these suggestions are all motivated by the apparent "disappearance" of the O(4) symmetric negative mode. We will explicitly show that such a mode actually still exists.
Recovering the Negative Mode
Let us reconsider what happened in the extremizing process described in the previous section. At the extremum, we have
which is the Israel junction condition [15] , namely the integrated Einstein equations across a co-dimension one delta function. It tells us how the tension of the domain wall determines the angle of the geometric kink. While looking for the negative mode, one varies the position of the domain wall and the geometric kink together to values other than r e . Those will be off-shell configurations in the path integral, and Eq. (3.1) will not hold. This is totally fine, since the full equations of motions are
2)
with the metric
Only Eq. (3.3), the constraint equation, should hold for off-shell configurations. Eq. (3.1) comes from the delta-function integral
with → 0 and ρ(ξ) = r. Its value only involves the ρ term in R. So not solving the junction condition just means not solving Eq. (3.4) but still obeys the constraint Eq. (3.3). What we will do next is qualitatively the same as the usual CDL variation described above. In the variation of CDL radial mode, one goes through configurations where the gravity contribution to the junction, Eq. (2.13), does not match the matter contribution from the domain wall tension. For the same token, we shall be allowed to do the following. Put a geometric junction where there is no domain wall. It only contributes gravitationally, as if there is a zero tension domain wall. The constraint equation demands only that in the true (false) vacuum region, the geometry has to be a portion of the 4-sphere with R T (R F ). 6 With that in mind, let us consider the following solution parametrized by two radii, r g and r w . At r g there is a purely geometric junction, and at r w we have the usual domain wall with tension σ separating the true and false vacuum. When the purely geometric junction is in the true vacuum region, we have
When the junction is in the false vacuum region, just switch T and F in the above equation. All the 4-volume functions V here are referring to the smaller portion without an equator 3-sphere, which should be obvious from Fig.2 .
The top middle figure is a type B CDL instanton. We can deform the domain wall (dashed line) away from its critical position to either left or right while leaving a purely geometric junction (dotted line) behind. This is a negative mode as the action decreases in both directions. We can further shrink the domain wall and smooth out the junction to recover the true or false vacuum 4-sphere-solutions without negative modes.
When r g = r m = r e , this is exactly the critical solution of a type B CDL instanton. Now we can fix r g = r e and start to vary r m to either side, as shown in Fig.2 . We see that the action always decreases 7 . We can further shrink r m to zero to eliminate the true or false vacuum portion, and smooth out the purely geometric junction. The action is strictly decreasing during the entire process and recovers S T or S F .
The analysis of radial mode in [3] was restricted to a single geometric junction that always sticks with the domain wall. This unnecessary restriction led to a bias that for type B instantons, "changing the bubble size" is actually changing the total size of the entire instanton. As a hindsight, such deformation has no reason to be the relevant negative mode for a tunneling process. The negative mode should represent two directions that the instanton rolls toward either the true or the false vacuum.
The physical deformation we show in Fig.2 is exactly doing that. It is "really" changing the bubble size-shrinking the false/true vacuum region while expanding the other. The fact that this deformation corresponds to a negative mode should not be very surprising.
The Thermal Interpretation
Brown and Weinberg [12] provided a very accurate picture to interpret how the type A CDL instanton mediates the vacuum transition. Instead of taking the Euclidean 4-sphere as the global geometry, they described it as a horizon 3-volume times a compact coordinate from the finite temperature. One side of the equator is the horizon volume before tunneling, and the other side is the same horizon volume after tunneling.
This interpretation clarified a few confusions. For example, without an exactly thin wall, the "false vacuum region" of the instanton will not be identical to the same portion of the false vacuum 4-sphere. If one takes the instanton as a global geometry, it is unsatisfying that nucleating a bubble requires changes far away, out of causal contact from the bubble. In the thermal interpretation this has a clear explanation. With nonzero temperature, the transition is not purely quantum, but always thermally assisted, as depicted in Fig.3 . The horizon volume of the false vacuum always needs to be thermally excited, even just a little bit, to the configuration that is the left hand side slicing of an instanton, then the quantum tunneling starts.
Note that not only the field configuration of the instanton is slightly away from the pure vacuum, so is the geometry. This is also straight forward since the gravitational back reaction from a non-vacuum state leads to a non-vacuum geometry 8 . Realizing this fact also means that we can accept the reverse tunneling being mediated by the same instanton, just in the reverse direction. It is a dramatic fluctuation from the true vacuum to the initial condition of this reverse tunneling, in terms of both the field configuration and the geometry. From the horizon volume of the true vacuum, the fluctuation leads to a bubble of true vacuum surrounded by the false vacuum, and a much reduced horizon size 9 . But that is just what is has to be and most of the suppression in the tunneling rate is indeed a thermal factor.
With these in mind, the type B instanton mediates tunneling in the same way, only that both directions require a dramatic thermal fluctuation. From a horizon volume of a vacuum, we need a thermal fluctuation up to a smaller volume surrounded by a domain wall before the quantum tunneling starts. This is shown in Fig.4 .
Conclusion
We explicitly constructed the negative mode for type B CDL instantons. It is the same radial negative mode as changing the bubble size in the type A instantons. This natural physical deformation was not considered in earlier literature due to an unnecessary restriction of the geometry. We removed such restriction by introducing a purely geometric junction in the off-shell configurations of the path integral. We argued that they satisfy exactly the same principles for gravitational path integral as the original CDL mode analysis. We also provided simple thick-wall analysis in the Appendix to further justify this novel usage. Our result agrees with the numerical thick wall examples in [9] [10] [11] . Although a full analysis including thick-wall effects and less symmetries is still lacking, we believe the conceptual difference between type A and type B instantons is eliminated. The type A instantons, being similar to the Coleman instantons in flat space, has been widely accepted as the correct saddle point for the tunneling. The same should be true for the type B instantons. In the thermal interpretation, we provided the conceptual unification of how both types of instantons mediate upward and downward tunnelings. [17] G. Hayward, "Gravitational action for space-times with nonsmooth boundaries," Phys.Rev. D47 (1993) 3275-3280.
A. Thick Wall Constructions
The idea of a "purely geometric junction" appeared much earlier, and the calculation of their contribution to the action is well-known [16, 17] . However it might be the first time that they play a crucial role in evaluating the off-shell value of Euclidean action. Certain level of scrutiny is warranted. Two reasonable concerns were brought to our attention independently and separately by Brown, Freivogel, Weinberg and Xiao. Here we provide the thick wall justification of our thin wall calculation to address these concerns.
A.1 Thick-Wall Field Profile
A great deal of subtleties in gravitational path integral come from the constraint, Eq. (3.3). We imagined a purely geometric junction of zero thickness and avoided any explicit consequence from the constraint. One might worry that we are implicitly violating the constraint thus the configurations studied are not allowed in the path integral. The specific objection goes like the following.
The Objection.
Consider a purely geometric junction that connects a shell
up to someξ with its mirror image. The radius of this junction is of course smaller than R.ρ
Now imagine a thick wall version of this, there must be a place that ρ = 0 because it changes sign, and this must happen at some value close toρ < R. Therefore, the constraint equation, Eq. (3.3), demands that at this point, the field could not have stayed in the vacuum. The idea of a "purely geometric junction" is wrong since a nontrivial field profile is necessary.
The Answer.
It is certainly true that any thick wall geometric junction cannot be pure-certain field profile must accompany it to obey the constraint. However, all we cared about was to evaluate its contribution to the action. When the accompanying field profile contributes to a small correction to the value of this purely geometric junction, our method is still valid. That is indeed the case when the potential allows thin-wall approximation.
First we expand Eq. (2.1), including the uplift to de Sitter, near one vacuum.
where m 2 = 8φ 2 0 λ 2 and the definition of φ is shifted. Instead of directly matching two shells, we will insert a narrow segment in the middle. We will replace the coordinate ξ by x within this segment, where x = 0 sits the middle. Note that we do not need to obey Eq. (3.2), so basically we are just inventing a field configuration that solves Eq. (3.3) for our purpose. The field configuration we want should be continuous in φ . The most naïve description is from the acceleration,
Namely, φ smoothly increases from 0 to φ t during a short interval 2m −1 , stays at that value for 2L, then decreases back to zero, as shown in Fig. 5 .
The value of φ t determines the geometry during the middle 2L interval.
The purpose of this purely geometric junction is to hold the place of the domain wall in the on-shell configuration. The required ρ 0 is given by
Blue Φ , Red Φ' Figure 5 : The blue curve shows the field profile that stays at φ t during the interval of 2L, with transitions from and to zero within the time scale of 2m −1 . The red curve is the φ profile.
Here V top is the top of the potential barrier, and φ ins is the field velocity there in the instanton solution. Directly comparing Eq. (A.6) and (A.7), we already see that φ t does not need to reach the top of the potential barrier. Actually, for a potential allowing the thin-wall approximation, φ ins is large in the sense that
Thus the required φ t in Eq. (A.6) is far away from the top of the potential barrier and remains in the region that the approximation, Eq. (A.3), is valid. The thin-wall requirement also means R m −1 . Combined with the fact that during the 2m −1 interval when φ changes, the relevant change in Eq. (3.3) is bounded,
we know ρ does not change too much during this interval. This means the geometry of the inserted segment, Eq. (A.5), matches to the two shells, Eq. (A.1), roughly by
Now we can calculate the action contribution of this middle segment.
We have integrated by part to get the boundary term that exactly equals to the contribution from a purely geometric junction. Now obviously, the middle range L is just a place holder. We can take ρ 0 →ρ, such that L → 0. This extra term is an integral similar to other terms in the action, but with a small integration range, 2m
R. Therefore we can see that typically, namely for an order one geometric junction, ρ 0 ∼ R, the extra integral is a small correction to the purely geometric term.
This argument will not apply in two extreme cases. First when the bubble (which this purely geometric junction is supposed to hold place for) is originally small, ρ 0 → m −1 , then L g,wall itself becomes small and the integral term is not negligible. However this limit means the domain wall thickness is comparable to ρ 0 , which is exactly when the thin-wall approximation breaks down. For that case a more complete thick-wall analysis is needed and our approach was never meant to be valid anyway. The other limit is when the purely geometric junction happens to be very mild, ρ 0 → R and L g,wall is again close to zero. In that case the field contribution will not be negligible. That is actually crucial in the next section to resolve a paradox. Here we are satisfied that away from these two extremes, an order one purely geometric junction is an appropriate approximation of a thick wall object that satisfies the constraint equation.
A.2 Resolving an Apparent Paradox
Another way to see potential problems with the purely geometric junction is the following paradox.
The Paradox.
Consider the vacuum solution of the potential given by Eq. (A.3). It is a 4-sphere with radius R. Now imaging that we develop a purely geometric junction on the equator. For a convex type of junction that both sides are smaller than half of the 4-sphere, the action will be higher; for the concave type that both sides are bigger than half of the 4-sphere, the action will be lower. (which eventually splits into two 4-spheres) So it seems like the purely geometric junction introduces a fictitious instability. It is actually a 3rd order marginal instability as shown in Fig.6 .
The Answer.
As hinted in the previous section, the field contribution to a very mild junction cannot be ignored. If we try to fluctuate these junctions from nothing, we have to keep track of the total action in the thick wall analysis. We will then see that the field s Figure 6 : Action as a function of the length l of the geometry. Without the geometric junction it is a 4-sphere, l = 2R. A convex junction makes it smaller, and a concave junction makes it larger. The behavior of the action is const. + (2R − l) 3 near l = 2R.
contribution is lower order and positive in the direction of this marginal instability, therefore cures it.
Consider attaching two semi-4-spheres to a middle band, with a waist radius ρ w < R, as the smooth version of a concave geometric junction. We have again integrated by part, but this time the boundary term is zero because the waist connects to the equator of two hemispheres where ρ = 0. According to the constraint, Eq. (3.3), we can rewrite the integrand as
We can see that the φ 2 term is positive definite and may be the cure we want. In order to prove that in general it will, we should make the assumption to minimize it. Namely, we minimize the number of wiggles in φ profile such that it monotonically increases to φ w in the middle, then monotonically decreases back to zero. At the matching points to the two shells, and at the middle of the waist, the above quantity is zero since all derivatives are zero. So we can estimate this integrand by how it "grows" from the matching point to the waist.
Plugging the above estimators into the integrand, we get
We can see that in the limit ∆ρ → 0, this is a positive definite quantity. So the thick wall contribution cures the apparent marginal instability in the thin-wall analysis.
